
THE LONGBOARD 350LB

RECTANGULAR 52” X 19.5” IRON BOARD WITH VERAFOAM COVER

If you’ve been thinking of a larger ironing surface, but you don’t require the added 

flexibility of our two-in-one 320LB, we are pleased to present the all new 350LB - one 

piece extra large (Longboard) ironing table. The 350LB is perfect for quilters, ironing 

linens, curtains, crafting and pretty much anything else where an extra large surface 

will be a benefit. This is a board made without compromise. It was designed to provide 

maximum stability and features to make pressing less work.

Included is our latest Verafoam technology ironing cover set which incorporates 

advanced memory foam technology to make ironing easier with the best results 

possible. A Conex® heat resistant zone at the end of the cover allows you to safely 

place the steam iron on the table cover… saving you and your wrist the added 

movement of securing the iron after each press. On top of all the other advanced 

features from this handmade in Italy table, we also include a convenient storage bin 

for your notions and other accessories.

SPECIFICATIONS

FABRICATION Heavy-duty tube-frame

COLOR White powder coat - lead free 

COVER SETS 1 x 350LBACR

COVER MATERIAL Cotton w/Verafoam Technology

LOCKING SYSTEM Latch hook

IRON REST Iron station or iron only

IRON REST DIMENSIONS 14” x 11” 35.5 x 28 cm

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 27” - 37” 68.6 - 93.9 cm

PRESSING DIMENSIONS 52” x 19.5” 132 x 49.5 cm

FOLDED DIMENSIONS
(W X H X D)

63” x 4” x 19.5” 160 x 10 x 49.5 cm

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS
(W X H X D)

61” x 3.9” x 20” 155 x 10 x 51 cm

NET WEIGHT 25 lb   11.3 kg 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 31 lb  14 kg

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN Italy

WARRANTY 10-Year
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THE LONGBOARD 350LB  

52” X 19.5” RECTANGULAR IRON BOARD WITH VERAFOAM COVER SET

D7 height positions

ADouble wishbone legs

E Extra strong for ironing stations

F Ergonomic support for irons

H Retractable storage

I Tube frame construction

G Conex® heat resistant zone

K Removable iron rest

CReplacement cover 350LBACR

J Optional cord antenna

BVerafoam technology



CONEX® HEAT
RESISTANT ZONE:

Conex® allows you to place your iron on the board with no worries,
this safe zone is heat resistant to over 700°F and is flame retardant.

Simplify your ironing experience with a Conex® Heat Resistant Zone.

Our in-house product development team introduced
a memory foam technology that is breathable,
light weight, and keeps your ironing table surface
wrinkle free at all times.

With innovation at the forefront, Reliable has developed and 

designed the first ironing table and pressing board with our 

trademarked Verafoam Technology.




